Assembling guide to the klipklap hexagonal pavilion
'klipklap Sechseckpavillon'

1. Start assembling the frame with the corner posts and side panels. First use two side panels to
support the frame. Try not to twist the connector hinges, they might otherwise get blocked.
Make sure the side panels are in the correct orientation, some might have hinges for the counter.
Always insert the provided locking screws (M6 x 60mm) to secure the side panels to the hinges of the
corner post. There is no need to tighten the bolts, they should be able to come loose by hand only.
2. Connect the side bars on all sides at the top and at the bottom where no side panels are
needed. Align the frame evenly in a hexagonal shape. Adjust hight of corner posts using pieces
of wood as need.
3. Insert rafters into the aluminium joints on top of the corner posts and secure them in the
centre plate, which is attached to one of the rafters, using the 5 nuts (M6) provided. A small step
ladder maybe required. Secure the rafters to the aluminium corner joints using the 6 locking
screws (M6 x 60mm) and tighten by hand only.
4. Place the additional metal plate on top of rafters in the centre and fasten to the bottom
plate using the screw with the large wooden handle and the wing nut (M8).
5. Pull the roof tarpaulin from the inside to the ends of the rafters slipping the ends into the
pockets attached to the tarpaulin. Unhook one side bar at the top if the last rafter end is difficult
to be inserted, then reinsert and tighten the tarpaulin. (For advice on disassembling & safe
storage see pictures at aufbau.klipklap.de )
6. Place central pole (resembling a rocket) vertically on top of the metal plate where the rafters
meet. Push up it up to tighten the tarpaulin and slide from one side over the central wooden handle.
For the roof to remain waterproof, it should always be pulled tight. If necessary, use wooden
spacers at the top of the central pole.
7. Fold out the leg attached to support bar for the counter. Place it on the ground in the centre
and connect it with the side panels using the hinges provided.
Put counter boards on top so that they lock in, align frame again if necessary.
8. Attach the side tarpaulins to sides as needed, fastening it to the Velcro. Tighten the tarpaulin
also to the vertical corner posts using Velcro straps.
9. After use always dry the canvas tarpaulin and store in a dry place with plenty of air to breath.
10. Storm protection: All corner posts have holes below the counters. Use screws (e.g. M8 x 80mm)
to attach weights or ground pegs (not shipped). All inserted locking screws (as above) should
always be fixed by nuts and tightened by hand only.
For illustrated help refer to aufbau.klipklap.de or call klipklap at 0049-179-54 212 55 or contact us
by email at post@klipklap.de

